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Study on the quality improvement of low-earth-orbit satellite to
ground optical communication links
Hideki Takenaka
Abstract
In recent years, the size of high-resolution images and the data from observation equip-
ment have increased owing to the advances in satellite functionality. The communication
method widely used in space communication is radio frequency (RF) communication,
whose maximum speed is 3.2 Gbps, as measured by the Wideband InterNetworking en-
gineering test and Demonstration Satellite. In the future, the required communication
capacity per carrier will be in dozens of gigabits per second; however, the realization of
this requirement in RF communication is dicult. In addition, the divergence angle in
RF communication is larger than in free-space optical communication, resulting in ra-
dio wave interference. Satellite optical communication has been attracting attention as
an alternative method of solving the problem of large-capacity communication. It oers
several advantages such as power saving, miniaturization of the apparatus, and faster
communication speed in satellite optical communications. In addition, the interference
problems in satellite optical communication can be reduced because the divergence angle
can be narrowed compared with that in the RF communication.
In this paper, to improve the stability of communication quality in space optical com-
munication, we propose a method to reduce the eects of atmospheric turbulence. We
propose the following two techniques to improve the communication quality of satellite-
to-ground optical communications. First, we apply a ber-coupling technique using a
high-speed control ne-tracking mechanism to the physical layer. Next, we apply an error
correction code after converting the analog signal into a digital signal to a layer higher
than the physical layer. The conventional theory regarding ber-coupling eciency to a
single-mode ber in free-space optical communication is considered by assuming horizon-
tal propagation in atmospheric turbulence. In this study, we propose a new theoretical
formula for ber-coupling eciency to a single-mode ber for satellite-to-ground optical
communication that corresponds to the altitude change of the satellite. In addition, we
veried the process by experiment and numerical simulations. The results of the numeri-
cal simulations revealed that the ber-coupling eciency in the conventional theoretical
equation of horizontal propagation converged to zero as the communication distance be-
came longer.
On the other hand, we show that the results can be realistically calculated because
the proposed equation considers the altitude change of the atmospheric turbulence. The
experiments were performed using Optical Inter-orbit Communications Engineering Test
Satellite (OICETS), leading to a single-mode ber when a ne-tracking mechanism was
used to receive optical signals through the atmosphere from the satellite to the ground
station. This experiment demonstrated that by installing a ne-tracking mechanism in
the ground station, the optical signal could be conducted by a single-mode ber to reduce
the eect of atmospheric turbulence. From the experimental results, the ber-coupling
loss of the single-mode ber in the ne-tracking mechanism operation was maintained at
approximately -11 to -18 dB. We compared the simulation and experimental results and
veried the validity of the proposed theoretical formula because the numerical simulation
result loss was -17 dB.
Next, for the second communication method to improve the quality of satellite-to-ground
optical communication, we studied the implementation of an error-correction code. The
error-correction code can correct error signals caused by atmospheric turbulence. The
number of satellite-to-ground optical communication experiments carried out was small,
and therefore, a general propagation model was not developed. In this study, using
a propagation model generated from the data obtained from the OICETS experiment,
we veried the communication quality through simulation. In particular, we examined
whether an eect could be realized that improves the communication quality using low-
density generator matrix (LDGM) codes. We showed the eectiveness in correcting burst
errors due to atmospheric turbulence and the depth of the 250 blocks interleaving in this
atmospheric turbulence propagation model. To conrm the improvement in the optical
communication quality by the LDGM code, we determined its coding gain using an on?
o-keying scheme through simulation.
As a summary, we have designed a satellite-to-ground optical communication link. We
performed a comparison of the technology without applying the process and under the
following cases: 1) coupling to a single-mode ber the received optical signal and applying
an optical amplier, 2) applying an error-correction code, and 3) applying all methods.
The results showed how we have contributed to the improvement in the quality and
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? [38, 39]?????????????????Low Density Generator Matrix(LDGM)
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Lx = 2=x ? Ly = 2=y? Lz = 2=z?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ??????L?
???? L = 2=??????????????????????Kolomogorov??
???????????????????????n ???????????????
?????????????Kolmogorov??????????????????n ?
???? (2.3)??? [80, 81]?
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C2n(h) = 1:7 10 14; 0 < h < 18:5 m
= 3:13 10 13=h1:05; 18:5 < h < 240 m
= 1:3 10 15; 240 < h < 880 m
= 8:87 10 7=h3; 880 < h < 7200 m
= 2:0 10 16=h1=2; 7200 < h < 20000 m
(2.6)
C2n(h) = 8:4 10 15; 0 < h < 18:5 m
= 2:87 10 12=h2; 18:5 < h < 240 m
= 2:5 10 16; 240 < h < 880 m
= 8:87 10 7=h3; 880 < h < 7200 m
= 2:0 10 16=h1=2; 7200 < h < 20000 m
(2.7)
? 2? ????????????????? 15
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???????????????????????????????. ?3.2??f = 0:2m?
DR = 0:1m? = 1550nm????C2n??????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????
?????????H???????????????????????????
H = h0 + L cos() (3.7)
????h0??????????????L??????????????H-V???
????????? v??????????????A???????????NICT?




























DR = 0:318m?Wm = 5:2m? = 850nm?f = 0:1m?L = 1000m?h0 = 122m?
 = 58????? 2??? (2.8)? C2n????????? A????????????
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???????????????????????????????? 1/10?????
? A = 3  10 14???????????????????????????????
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? 3.7: ?????????????????????? (c)????????????
??????????????????z?????
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? 3.1: OICETS??? [31]
?????? 2005? 8? 24? 6:10?JST?
?? ? 570kg
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? 3.9: ??? (OICETS) (Copyright of JAXA)
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????CNES??????ARTEMIS?????????????????????
???????????ARTEMIS???????? 847nm????????????
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? 3.12: ???????????????





????  2.7 mrad
??? 1 rad































(iA + iD)  (iB + iC)
iA + iB + iC + iD
(3.10)
Qy =
(iA + iB)  (iD + iC)
iA + iB + iC + iD
(3.11)
?????????????????????QD?????????????????
??????????QD??????? (Lq)? 2000mm?????? 45??????
? 3? ??????????????????????????? 38





???? y???????????????? Vf ???????
??????x?? y?????QD???????????
QDx = 14:96Vfx + 1:42? (3.12)















??Fax = 2:96?Fay = 2:30????
????? 3.12?? 3.14??????????????????QD???????
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??3.17??????????QD????????????? x?? y??????




















? 3? ??????????????????????????? 42
? 3.5: OICETS????????? [36]
???? ???? ??????? ????? (%)
2008/10 5 2 40
2008/11 8 3 37.5
2008/12 8 7 87.5
2009/01 5 3 60
2009/02 3 0 0
2009/04 4 2 50
2009/05 2 0 0
2009/08 3 0 0
2009/09 1 0 0
? 3? ??????????????????????????? 43
? 3.6: OICETS?????? [36]
???? ???? ?? ????
2008/10/16 1 ?? ?
2008/10/21 2 ?? ??
2008/10/23 3 ?? ?
2008/10/28 4 ?? ??
2008/10/30 5 ?? ?
2008/11/04 6 ?? ?
2008/11/06 7 ?? ?
2008/11/11 8 ?? ?
2008/11/13 9 ?? ??
2008/11/18 10 ?? ??
2008/11/20 11 ?? ??
2008/11/25 12 ?? ?
2008/11/27 13 ? ?
2008/12/02 14 ?? ??
2008/12/04 15 ?? ??
2008/12/09 16 ? ?
2008/12/11 17 ?? ??
2008/12/16 18 ?? ??
2008/12/18 19 ?? ??
2008/12/23 20 ?? ??
???? ???? ?? ????
2008/12/25 21 ?? ??
2009/01/08 22 ? ?
2009/01/13 23 ?? ??
2009/01/15 24 ?? ??
2009/01/20 25 ?? ??
2009/01/29 26 ?? ?
2009/02/10 27 ?? ?
2009/02/24 28 ?? ?
2009/02/26 29 ? ?
2009/04/16 30 ? ?
2009/04/21 31 ? ?
2009/04/23 32 ?? ??
2009/04/30 33 ?? ??
2009/05/05 34 ? ?
2009/05/07 35 ? ?
2009/08/04 36 ?? ?
2009/08/06 37 ?? ?
2009/08/11 38 ?? ?
2009/09/09 39 ?? ?
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???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? on????
39.861 m????????????????? off ????? (3.18)???????








? 3.20: FFT????? (????? ON?)
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????????????????????Forward error correction(FEC)??????
????????????????????????????????????????





???????????????Compact Disc(CD)?Digital Versatile Disc(DVD)??
????????????????????? [88]?
????????????????????????????????LDPC????




















? 4.1: ???????? [71, 72,75,76,89]
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?????? ????? ???????



















GHT = 0 (4.1)
????????????????? x??????????????????u??
? (4.2)???????????
u = xG (4.2)
???????????????????????????????????????
???????? [90]??????????H??? (4.3)??????????P ??
(N  K)K????I? (N  K)?????????
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. . . 0
mK;1       mK;K 0    0 pN K;K
3777777775
(4.5)
?????????????? 2?????? 4.2????? 4.2?????????
???????? (mi;1; :::;mi;K)????????????????? (pi;1; :::; pi;N K)?
??????????????????????????????? (c1   cK)????
?????????????????????? 4.2????????????? 0??
??????????????????? c1??????? (4.6)??????




??????????????????? x (1, 0, 1, 1, 0)???????????H
?? 4.1?????????????????????u??u(1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)
? 4? ?????? 55
? 4.1: LDGM????????? (jn = kn = 3)
? 4.2: LDGM??? 2???????
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?????? SOTA(Small Optical Transponder)??????????????
4.2.2 SOTA
SOTA???Small Optical Transponder????????????????????
? [93]????SOTA??SOCRATES????? 2014? 5????????? [94]?
? 4? ?????? 58








?????????????????? 1Mbps? 10Mbps? 2???????????
???????????????????????RS???LDGM?????????
????????
? 4.3: SOTA ????? [93]
Wavelength TX1 980 nm
TX2 ? 3 800? nm
TX4 1550 nm
RX 1064 nm
Data rate 1 / 10 Mbps
RX antenna diameter 5 cm
Error correction RS / LDGM















?????????????????????? Von Karman ?????? 4.7???
? [82]?





???m = 5:92=l0?0 = 2=L0???. l0???????????????????
???L0????????????????. ???????????????????
????????? l0? L0?????????. ?????????????????
?????2?????Hufnagel-Vally??????2.8?????.





























2 + f 2=V 2)
(2 + f 2=V 2)
 exp[ (
2 + f 2=V 2)=2m]
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? 4.6: OICETS???????????? FFT????
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Packet erasure probability [%]
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? 4.9: ??????????
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? 4.11: ????????????????Jl = 200?
? 4.12: ????????????????Jl = 500?
LDGM???????????????????????????????????
5?????????????????????? 10 2?????????? Jl? 100
????? 38?????????????? Jl? 250???? 40?????????
????????????????????????????????????????
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????? (BER)??0? 1?????????????????????? 0???
????????? 1?????????????? 1???????????? 0??
?????????????? [96]?
????????????????? 4.14?????????????? Low???
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???Low????High??????????? 1/2???????? Vth??s0?



















































?????????????????? (sn)?????? (n)????? 2????
???????????? (signal-to-noise ratio, SNR)??? (4.20)????????
? [96]?




= f s1   s0
(1 + 0)=2
g2 = 4Q2 (4.20)


























???????????????? (4.22)? Q??????????? RF????
??????? [97]?RF?????? 2?????BPSK?????????????
?????PeBPSK??? (4.23)?????????????????????????
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?????Es=N0?????????????? 1?????????????????
???? ?????????Esh=N0?????????Ecb=N0?????? (4.27)??




































?OOK?????????? (SNROOK j10 4)?LDGM????????? (SNRl j10 4)?
LDGM????????????????????? (SNRlh1 j10 4?SNRlh2 j10 4)??
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LDGM code add header(64bit)
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????? 4.5???????? PR?? 4.6???100Mbps????????????
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? 4.5: ???????????????????
?? ? ??
???? L 1000 km
?????  850 nm
???? PT 100 mW
????? 100 urad
??????? Sla -15 dB
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?????
4.5.2 ??????
? 4.5????? PR??4.4?????????? Tgl??????????????
???????PRc??? (4.39)????????PRc?-27.8dBm??????????
?????????????PR???100Mbps??????????????????
??? 4.6????? 1Gbps????-35dBm??????????????? 1Gbps?
????????? SNR????????????????????
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????????? PR -38.8 dBm
?????? PRc -27.8 dBm
????????????? PRa -25.8 dBm
????????????????? PRac -14.8 dBm
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